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Let M be a von Neumann algebra with separating and cyclic vector &, . The 
map x5,, 4 x*6, with x EM has a least closed extension 5’. Tomita proved 
that the isometric involution J and the positive self-adjoint operator A obtained 
from the polar decomposition S = JA1jz of S satisfy JMJ = M’ and 
A”MA-4 = M for any real t. More generally, he obtained similar results for 
the left van Neumann algebra of any generalized Hilbert algebra. In this paper 
a shorter proof of his results is given. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we give a shorter treatment of the first part of 
Takesaki’s lecture notes [3] where the theory of Tomita on left 
generalized Hilbert algebras [l, 21, briefly called left Hilbert algebras, 
is developed. Without the use of modular Hilbert algebras, we obtain 
the following results. (We use the notations of [3]). 
THEOREM A. Let Ol be a left Hilbert algebra. Then J.I;p(Gl)J = 
T(a)’ and &“2?(0!) A-*’ = A?(a) for all t 15 IR. 
THEOREM B. Let GZ be an achieved left Hilbert algebra. If f E Gl, 
then Jt E Ql’ and v’( Jt) = Jr(c) J. If 5 E a, then Ai’f E @ for all 
t E R and n(Ait,f) = A%([) A-it. A similar statement holds for GY. 
The structure of our argument is approximately the same as that 
of [3]. However, using an integral formula relating the resolvent of A 
with the operators Ait, we could treat Sections 8 and 9 of [3] in a 
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different way. Doing so we also could avoid parts of the preceding 
sections and obtain a shorter treatment as a whole. 
Before we give a more detailed survey of what is done, we want to 
remark that, where a lot of Tomita’s theory is assumed to be known 
to explain our idea in this introduction, the paper itself does not 
require any knowledge of that sort. Therefore, it can be used by the 
reader who wants to learn about this theory. For this reason we have 
given a complete treatment and included some of the proofs of [3]. 
In [3], the operator S is defined as the closure of the conjugate 
linear operator 4 E G! + 5” E G?. It is then proved that S is also the 
closure of the restriction of # to the dense subalgebra a2 [3, Lemma 
3.41. This result needs the density of G? and CY2 and is used to prove 
the resolvent property [3, Lemma 8.11. 
In our approach, we define S to be the closure of the map 
t E (X2 --f 5” E GZ2. So we do not need the density of G!’ and R2 
to prove in a very early stage that for any 5 E G! and r > 0 we have 
(4-l + Y)-‘f E 91’. Th e p roof we give here is essentially ,the same as 
in [3], but we only use the material of [3, Section 61 that is needed. 
The density of @’ then follows at once. Also, the other facts that 
CY2 is dense and that in fact S is also the closure of # on fl follow 
very easily at the end of our treatment. 
So in defining S as the closure of # on a2 we could shorten the 
first part of the theory. This, however, is only a minor change. The main 
difference lies in the treatment following the resolvent property. We 
first derive from this property an operator equation satisfied by the 
operator n’((d-l + r)-l[) for 4 E: GZ and Y > 0. This equation is then 
solved by analytic function methods and yields an integral formula 
giving r’((d-l + r)-lt)* which is the same as n’(Jd-1/2(4-1 + Y)-lo, 
in terms of the operators JiliGr(Q deitJ. Together with a similar 
formula for the operator Jd-1/2(4-l + r)--1 in terms Jnil, we obtain 
from this that JDtf E CC?’ for any 6 E Q! and t G R and that ~+(Jditt) = 
Jd”%( e) d-‘“J. With this formula it is now relatively easy to obtain the 
main results of Tomita. 
Finally, we remark that we do not need the notion of an achieved 
Hilbert algebra to prove the main results. We also do not use modular 
Hilbert algebras because we feel that for most applications, if not 
for all, one can do well enough with left Hilbert algebras. In any case, 
it is not difficult to construct the modular Hilbert subalgebra from 
Theorem B above. 
I am indebted to Nils H. Petersen from whom I learned about 
Tomita’s theory in a series of lectures he gave while I was a guest of 
Prof. E. StBrmer at the University of Oslo. I also like to express my 
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thanks to Prof. J. Ringrose for his kind hospitality at the University 
of Newcastle upon Tyne where this work was completed and to 
Dr. E. C. Lance for comments while preparing the manuscript. 
2. LEFT HILBERT ALGEBRAS 
We recall the notion of a left Hilbert algebra. Some operators in 
this theory are conjugate linear. To treat them as linear operators, 
we have preferred to consider the conjugate Hilbert space Z? asso- 
ciated with the Hilbert space 2. We will identify A? and 3 as sets 
so that the Hilbert space 8 is the set 3Y with scalar multiplication 
A, ~E@xX--+A[ and scalar product [, r] E 2 x ~6 -+ (f, T), 
where (5, Y,I) denotes the usual scalar product in X. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let GZ be an involutive algebra over the field of 
complex numbers, with involution t E 6Z -+ t# E GZ. Then Q! is called 
a left Hilbert algebra if a admits an inner product (<, r)) satisfying the 
following conditions. 
(i) The map 7 E GZ -+ & E GZ is continuous for every 4 E GZ. 
(ii) (5~ , v2) = (TV , P-Y/~) for all 6 rll , r12 E f2. 
(iii) The subalgebra GX2 of GZ, spanned by the elements & with 
5, v E Ol, is dense in a. 
(iv) If 2 denotes the Hilbert space obtained by completion of 
GZ, then there is a closed linear operator from A? to 3 extending the 
map .$EC?-+k#!E. 
Notations (i) For any .$ E GZ, we denote by ~(5) the unique 
continuous linear operator on S such that n(l)? = 87 for all r] E a. 
It follows from Definition 2.1 and condition (ii) that rr is a *-repre- 
sentation of CS?. 
(ii) The von Neumann algebra generated by ~(02) is denoted 
by Z(a) and called the left von Neumann algebra of a. We have 
9(a) = %(ay, and ~(a) is strongly dense in =.!?(a) because the 
density of Q2 in CY implies that ,(a)X is dense in S [4, pp. 40-411. 
(iii) The map [ E 6Z -+ 5” E GI is conjugate linear and therefore 
linear when considered as an operator from S to the conjugate 
Hilbert space A?. Condition (iv) asserts that this operator can be 
extended to a closed linear operator. In this approach, S will denote 
the closure of the map 4 E GZ2 -+ .$# E IY~, and F will denote the adjoint 
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of S. Therefore, S and F are conjugate linear operators in 2 with 
domains, denoted respectively 9(S) and 9(F), dense in %. Remark 
that we do not know at this stage that CZ C B(S) but only a2 c g(S). 
Remark also that this definition is different from the one in [3] 
where 5’ is the closure of the map t E t2 ---f 5” E 6Z. However, Lemma 
3.4 of [3] shows that the two operators are the same. On the other 
hand, this will follow from our Lemma 5.1 below. The following two 
lemmas give the basic properties of 5’ and F and can be found in [3]. 
LEMMA 2.1. (Fv, .$‘) = (St, q) for any E E 9(S) and 7 E B(F). The 
operators S and F are involutions in the sense that E E 9(S) implies 
St E 9(S) and SS.$ = f, and similarly for F. 
Proof. The adjoint F of S is considered as a linear operator from 
I? to X and therefore (FT, t) = (7, Se) for any < E 9(S) and 71 E 9(F). 
This proves the first assertion. As S extends the map 5 E 672 ---t 5” E Q!2 
and F is the adjoint of this map, we obtain from the first equality 
applied to 5” E 6Z2 and 7 E 9(F) that 
and therefore Fq E 9(F) and FFv = v. Similarly, one obtains that 
S is an involution. 
LEMMA 2.2. There exist an isometric involution J and a nonsingular 
positive self-adjoint operator A in 8 such that 
(i) A = FS and A-l = SF, 
(ii) s = JAI/2 = A-lPJ, 
F zz JA-112 zx AVJ, 
(iii) JO”” = Ai”J. 
Proof. Since S and F are involutions, the ranges are dense, and 
by the theorem of the polar decomposition applied to S considered as 
a linear operator from &? to 2, the operator A defined as FS is 
positive self-adjoint and there is a unitary linear operator J from 2 
to &? such that S = JAI/z. 
From the fact that S and F are involutions, it is easy to verify that 
A is nonsingular and A-l = SF. Also S = S-l so that JA1/2 = A-lj2 J* 
and JA1r2 J = A-1/2. Now also A-112 = J2 J*A1/2 J and as J2 is unitary 
and linear in 8 and J*A1j2 J is positive self-adjoint in &?, it follows 
from the uniqueness of the polar decomposition of A-1/2 that J2 = I 
and hence J = J*. 
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Statement (iii) follows from JAlJ2 J = A-lj2 and the fact that J is 
conjugate linear in 2. Indeed, f( JA1j2 J) = Jf(A1j2) J for every 
measurable function on the open interval (0, co). And withf(h) = h-il, 
this implies Ait = JAi6J. 
In the proof of this lemma, we have heavily used the fact that we 
identify 2 and 3 as sets. It should also be clear from this proof that 
we have used the conjugate Hilbert space 9 mainly to be able to 
quote the polar decomposition of closed operators. Remark as for S 
and F that J = J* implies here (J[, 7) = ([, JT) = (Jq, 0 because J
is linear from X to 9. Also (Jt, JT) = (7, 4). 
DEFINITION 2.2. Let 0!’ denote the set of vectors 7 E 9(F) such 
that the map 6 E c~Z -+ n(t)7 is continuous. For any 7 E Gl!‘, denote by 
n’(q) the unique continuous linear operator on .% such that n’(v)[ = 
57(.$)~ for all 5 E GZ. 
We have the following useful characterisation of elements in W. 
LEMMA 2.3. A vector T E & is in Q?’ $7 there is a bounded operator a 
and another vector v1 E ST such that 
4 = 4% 
a*4 = 4l)rll for all [ 6 OZ. 
In this case q1 = 5’7 and T’(T) = a. 
Proof. Take v E & and suppose there is a bounded operator a 
and a vector vi as in the formulation of the lemma. Then for any 
t1 , t2 E r2? we have 
= (@2) 71, 51) = (71 3 k2"&). 
It follows that 77 E 9(F) and Pq = v1 . Also 7 E GZ’ and a’(v) = a by 
definition of GZ’ and Z-‘(T). 
If on the other hand r] E a’, put a = r’(q) and r], = 3’7. In this case, 
we obtain, using some of the equalities above, 
(a*.52 361) = (is”52 ,7> = (71 , c%) 
= (43 71, 61;) for all [i , & E GZ 
so that a*.$ = n(E)q, for all 6 E 6Z. This completes the proof. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Take 7, 7, , 7z E 02’. Then 
(i) r’(7) E s(Q?‘, 
(ii) F7 E 6?!’ and n’(F7) = n’(7)*, 
(iii) ~‘(7~)7, E G!’ with F~‘(7~)7~ = .rr’(F7J F71 and ~‘(r’(7~)7~) = 
n’(71) n’(72)* 
Proof. (i) Take 7 E GZ’ and ti, 4, E M. Then 
461) m’(7) l2 = al) de,)7 = 4552)7 
and hence n’(7) E n(G)’ = Z(a)‘. 
(ii) From Lemma 2.3, it follows that F7 E GZ’ when 7 E 6Y’ and 
that ‘rr’(F7) = r’(7)*. 
(iii) Finally, take 5 E 91 and 71 , 7a E 0!‘. Then 
74772)* ed* 5 = 4P7,) 7v7,)l = n(l) n’(F7sJF7, , 
and the lemma follows from Lemma 2.3. 
It is easy to see from this lemma and the proof of it that GZ’ can be 
made into a *-algebra with involution F and product 71 o q2 = 
~-‘(7~)7a. Moreover, 7~’ turns out to be a *-representation. At this 
stage, it is proved in [3] that Q!’ and GY2 are dense in X and as a 
consequence that GY’ is also a left Hilbert algebra (with product 
71 o 7& It is also shown that n’(Cl?‘) generates P(a)‘. This will be 
shown in our Theorem 5.2 below. We turn our attention immediately 
to the “resolvent property” saying that for any r > 0, the operator 
(d-i + r)-i maps 6I? into UZ’. 
3. THE RESOLVENT PROPERTY 
We first need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3.1. For any 7 E 53(F), the operator 4 E R -+ n(t)7 is 
preclosed. Its closure, denoted by G(7), is afiliated with 9(a)’ and 
TT’(~)*( = VT(() F7 for all .$ E G!!. 
Proof. Fix 7 E 9(F). Define operators a and b on 6!? by a8 = n(t)17 
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and b[ = n(f) Fq, where t E @. Then for any [r, [a E I%, we have 
(41 9 52) = b&)77, f2) = h 44Y* 62) = (7, Sl”62) 
= (‘z2”51 ,F?d = be2>* & >Frl) = (h 9 4622)Fv) 
= (51 , M2). 
Hence b _C a*, the operator a is preclosed, and its closure S+(T) satisfies 
+x = 43rl 
and 
4d* I = 43 F’ for all 6 E GZ 
We prove next that n’(v) is affiliated with Z(a)‘. Therefore, fix 
?l~w+?)). F rom the definition of r’(v) we can find a sequence 
&, E GZ such that 5, -+ q1 and r’(q) 8, -+ V’(T) Q . For any g E U we 
have 
40 6% - M?l 
and 
So rr(g)qr E g(n‘(~)) and T’(V) n(g) vr = z(g) ~‘(7) Q by the closedness 
of r’(v). 
Next take x E Z(GZ). As n(a) is strongly dense in Z(a), there is a 
net 7a E a such that IT -+ x strongly. Then 
and 
Again by the closedness of r’(q) we obtain that XQ E B,&(q)) and 
that n’(q) XQ = XT’(T) Q . This means that r’(q) is affiliated with 
Z(a)‘, and the proof is complete. 
Remark that the notation V’(T) is consistent with the one introduced 
in Definition 2.2 when 77 E a’. The proof of the following lemma is 
again essentially the same as in [3]. However, unlike the previous 
lemmas, this one turns out to be a lot shorter. In fact, only for the 
proof of this lemma it was essential to have that S is the closure of # 
restricted to CZ2. Indeed, this was used in the alternative charac- 
terization of ICY in Lemma 2.3, and this result is essential for the proof 
that follows. 
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LEMMA 3.2. For any 5 E Ot and P > 0, we have 
(A-l + r)-l 5 E LT. 
Proof. Fix 5 E QI and r > 0, and put 77 = (d-l + r)-l[. Clearly 
q E LqA-11%) = 9(F), and therefore by Lemma 3.1 there is a closed 
operator n’(q) affiliated with Z(G)’ such that ~‘(7) E1 = r(.$Jq and 
r’(q)*& = +,I F q f or all (I E 6Y. To prove that q E 67,’ we must 
show that i(v) is bounded. 
Therefore, we consider the polar decomposition of g’(q) and we 
denote it by n’(q) = uk. Let [ p, q] be a closed interval in R and denote 
by e the spectral projection of k corresponding to this interval. Then 
ke, k2e, and k3e are all bounded operators in Z(W), as well as e and u. 
This is used in the following calculation, 
II ~(5>ll” II eF7 II2 3 II 40 eF7 II2 = II e+E) F7 la 
= 11 err’(T)* 6 ]I2 = jl keu*f jj2 = ji keu*(A-l + r)7 Ii2 
>, (1 keu*(A-1 + p)q /I2 - 11 Reu*(A-l - p)~ jlz 
= 4r Re(keu*A-lq, keu*q) 
= 4p Re(d-‘7, Ick2eu*T). 
Now we prove that uk2eu*T E 9(F) using Lemma 2.3. Take f1 E a, 
then 
~(5,) uk2eu*r) = uk2eu*7r((&j = uk2eu*7r’(7) El 
= uk2eu*ukf, = uk3e{, 
~(6~) k2eFv = k2err(tl) Fv = k2en’(T)* 4, 
= k3eu*[, . 
It follows by Lemma 2.3 that ukzeu*q E 9(F) and Fuk‘Qu*~ = k2eFT. 
Using this and the fact that d-1 = SF in the previous inequality we 
obtain: 
II ~(011” II eFr! II2 > 4p Re(SFrl, uk2eu*7) 
= 4r Re(Fuk2eu*q, F7) 
= 4r(k2eFq, Fq). 
Now let h = (2r1i2)-l )I r(s)\]. For every closed interval [ p, q] such 
that [ p, q] n [-A, A] = O, we have k2e > A2e so that 
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This implies by the definition of h that eF7 = 0, hence for all [r E 6~ 
that 
n(tl)eFy = m(tl)Fq = keu*t, = 0. 
Therefore, Keu* = 0 and Ke = 0, and it follows at once that k is 
bounded, as well as n’(7). This completes the proof. 
Up to now, our approach was not really different from [3]. All the 
lemmas, except possibly Lemma 2.3, could be found in [3] with 
essentially the same proofs. As we mentioned already in the Introduc- 
tion, we gave all this to make the treatment complete and for the 
convenience of the reader. However, from now on, we will proceed in 
a different direction. What we do in the next lemma is to derive an 
operator equation for &((A-l + r)-‘6) with 5 E 0! and Y > 0, an 
operator that was proved to be bounded in the previous lemma. 
LEMMA 3.3. For 5 E ~2 and r > 0, let .$I = (A-1 + r)-1%. Then for 
all q1 , qa E Q(A’l”) n 9(A-l/2) we have 
h(t) ~1, rlz) = (J+%)* ]A% , A-1’2qz) + y(J~‘(&)* ]A”‘% , A1’2r/2). 
Proof. Let 6, r, and [r be as above, and take first Q , q2 E Q’. Then 
using the results of Lemma 2.4 several times, and also that [i E CV 
from Lemma 3.2, we obtain the following calculation: 
Next take Q , q2 E (0-i + 1)-VY2 . Then Q , r12 E GZ ‘by the previous 
lemma and as (X2 2 g(S) = SB(D12) we have also that q1 , q2 E Z9(4’/“). 
Using F = A1i2 J = JA-112 we obtain 
Mt)rll, 12) = P2rl,, l+!i) JA-1'2~2) + YW(L)* lA-1'2v1, A1'W 
= (I~'(&)* P2~1 , A-1'2r/z) + ~(171.'(Sd* .W1'% , A1'2~a). 
To complete the proof, we must show that this equality holds for any 
pair Q , 72 E B(A’/“) n CB(A-1/2), and, therefore, it is sufficient to show 
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that given a vector r] E 2?(d’/“) n 9(d-1/2), there is a sequence 
cnr E (d-l + I)-%? such that 
But as A~MP = JS0Z2 = JGP is dense in 8, for a given 
rl E 9(A’/“) n B(A-1/2) 
there is a sequence t, E a2 such that 
A1/2~ + A-l12q = lim A1/2tn .n-m 
If we apply the bounded operators (0-l + I)-‘, A-1/2(~-1 + 1)-i, 
and A-l(A-l + 1)-l, we obtain the desired result with [,’ = 
(A-’ + 1)-l.& . 
4. SOME OPERATOR EQUATIONS 
In this section we will solve the operator equation of Lemma 3.3. 
We obtain an integral formula for the operator J-r’(t,)*J in terms of 
the operators A%(~) A-if with t E R and 6 and <I as in Lemma 3.3. 
A similar formula is obtained for the operator A-1/2(A-1 + r)-l in 
terms of di6. Those formulas form the basic idea of our proof. Finally, 
remark that the results of this section hold for any nonsingular positive 
self-adjoint operator A on a Hilbert space 8. 
DEFINITION 4.1. For any r > 0, define an operator 4, on g(X) by 
#r(x) = Jr ,,,~~~~,, AitxA+ dt with x E g(X). 
Clearly, the integral is well-defined in the strong-operator topology 
and gives a bounded operator on X. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let r > 0. If x, y E a(&?) satisfy 
(x771 3 d = (YA% , A-1’2~J + QA-1’2rll > 4+2) 
for all 
then 
Tl , q2 E TS(A~/~) n 9(A-1/2), 
SW 514-4 
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Proof. Let x, y, and r be as above. Fix n > 1, and let p be the 
spectral projection of d corresponding to the open interval (n-l, n). 
Then the function f defined as 
f(x) = ((-i) riz/(enz - e-rs)) AizxA-i~ 
is analytic in the norm topology except at x = ik with k an integer, 
Ifz=t+ivwitht,vEIWandt#O,then 
and it follows that /f(z)\ -+ 0 when Re x -+ 00 and Im z remains 
bounded. Also 
lii zf(z) = -(i/24 pxp, 
so we may conclude that 
/+y(t - i/2) dt - j+-)(t + i/2) dt = pxp. 
--m --m 




--oo ent + e-rt 
A-1PpA”txA-QlPp dt = pxp. 
Hence 
rA1/2p#r(x) A+p + A-l~zp~~(x) A’l”p = pxp. 
Clearly, if we take r), , y2 E p%, we obtain from the condition of the 
lemma a similar relation: 
pxp = A-‘l”pyA”“p + ~All~pyA-~/~p. 
If we put a = y - 4,.(x), we must show that a = 0 from 
A-llpadll~p + rAl/2pakWp = 0. 
We multiply this equation to the left with pa*A112p and to the right 
with All2p and obtain 
pa*pap ’ Ap = --rpa* * Ap * ap. 
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Hence, pa*pap * Ap is self-adjoin& and as it is the product of two 
positive operators, those operators have to commute and the product 
has to be positive. As pa* Apap is also positive, it follows from this 
equality that 
pa*pap . Ap = 0 
and multiplying by A-lp that pa*pap = 0 and hence pap = 0. 
Now p was the spectral projection of A corresponding to (n-l, n). 
As A is nonsingular and positive, we have that p ---f 1 strongly as 
n -+ 00. So a = 0, and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 4.2. If r > 0, then 
A-lP(A-1 + r)--l = j+m ,.ri;;;,, Ait dt --m 
in the strong-operator topology. 
Proof. Apply the argument of Lemma 4.1 to the function 
f(x) = ((-i) riz/(enz - e+)) Ai”p 
to obtain 
where 
rA112R,p + A-112Rrp = p, 
R, = 
+-l/2 
,nt + e-“t Ait dt - 
Then 
and 
(A-1 + r) A112R,p = p 
RPp = 4-W * (0-l + r)-‘p. 
Finally, again in the limit p -+ co, this proves the lemma. 
5. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Finally in this section we obtain the main results of the Tomita- 
Takesaki theory. They all follow relatively easy from the first lemma 
below which is based on Sections 3 and 4. 
LEMMA 5.1. For any t E aB and .$ E Gl, we have 
JAit[ E 0!’ with n’( JA”“f) = JA”%(f) A-ZtJ 
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and 
FJAi”l = JA%f”. 
Proof. By Lemmas 3.3 and 4.1, we have for any [ E a and r > 0 
that 
$&-(EN = /~‘((A-l + r)-lf)* J. 
So for any 7j E Q, 
JtWE)) Jv = r’((A-’ + r>-’ 4)* rl = +)F(A-l + r1-l I 
= P(~) JA-li2(A-1 + ~)-l .f. 
Using Lemma 4.2 and Definition 4.1 of #r , we get for all r > 0 
y-l/2 +m +t 
1 
1 
ent + e-nt (JA%(f) A-itJv - r(v) JA%f) dt = 0. -03 
Now let r = es with s E [w, then rit = eits, and we obtain from 
fourier analysis that for all t E Iw, 
JA’h-(f) A-itJq = ~(7) JAi”& 
If we apply this to 6” instead of 5, we obtain 
JA”Gr(f”) A-itJq = P(~) JAi”f”. 
The lemma follows now from Lemma 2.3. Remark with t = 0 we 
obtain here that JOI? _C @’ with v’( J[) = Jr(f) J for 4 E GPI. Moreover, 
FJ[ = J,$- implies, as JFJ = S, that GY C 9(S) and St = 4” for 
+$ E a?. 
LEMMA 5.2. For any t’, q’ E GZ’, we have 
J7q4’) JT’ = +?‘) J5’. 
Proof. Take .$ E GZ and IJ’, 7’ E GY. Then 
(~‘(rl’) J5’, f”) = (Js“, +I’)* 6”) = (It’, 4S)*W 
= (+Z> Jt’, W) 
= (J&(J5> 4’,@‘) (by the remark above) 
= ( JFT@‘)* FJ[, Fq’) (by lemma 2.4) 
= (~JG!‘>* JP, W) 
= (T’, Jr’(sl>* Jc?‘) = (Jo’ Jv’, 5”). 
The lemma follows now from the density of 6Y. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let 6! be a left HiZbert algebra, 
(i) JZ(a)J = Y(a)‘. 
(ii) flifY(G!) d-(1 = 9(a) for al2 t E IR. 
Proof From Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 2.4(i), it follows for all t E R 
that JA~t2’(6?) A-i’J C .9(6Y)‘. So JL?(GT?) J _C Z(Q)‘, and if we could 
prove that also J=.Y(Ol)‘J C Z(Ol), we would obtain JZ(Cl)J = ,r;“(CY)’ 
and Ait~(~) A-i” S JZ(@)‘J = =‘Z(Q?). By symmetry, also 
LP64(@)Pt = .9(a). 
So it is sufficient to prove that JLZ(Ol)‘J C Y(O!). Now take t’, q’, 
ci’ E W, then v’(r)‘) fi’ E Q?’ by Lemma 2.4, and if we combine this 
with Lemma 5.2, we get 
F(F) Jq7’) 41’ = ++(7’) 61’) Jt 
= n’(7’) n’(&‘) Jr = 7+(7’) I+!‘) .I&‘. 
As JCZ C GZ’, we have a’ dense in Z& and therefore 
JTr’(5’)J c 7qz’)‘. 
So it remains to show that ~‘(a’) generates g(a)‘. Therefore, take 
first E’, r)’ E 6Y’, f E QI, and x’ E 9(a)‘. Then, as in Lemma 2.4, we get 
and 
nq’) x’d(T)‘)[ = n(5) d(f) x’7’ 
d(7’)* x’*7r’(c’)* = 7r(() 7r’(7’)* ,x’*Ff’, 
and it follows that ~‘(~‘)x’n’(~‘) E n’(W). Next take a net 5, E O/ such 
that (1 ~(&Jll < 1 and n(.&) -+ 1 strongly. Then JE, E a’ and 
rr’( JE,) = JT(&)J has the same properties. It then follows that 
Q+( JW~‘( J(e) -+ x’ strongly and &(a’) is strongly dense in .9(a)‘. 
This completes the proof. 
To finish our treatment, we will now introduce the notion of 
achieved (full) left Hilbert algebras and obtain the most important 
results in this case. 
DEFINITION 5.1. Denote by GZ” the set of vectors [ E 9(S) such 
that 7 E O/Z’ + n’(~)e is continuous. For any < E R’, let rr(,$) be the 
unique continuous operator on X such that n(f)? = n’(v)[ for ail 
7 E GZ”. Clearly, we have a C GZ”, and the notation n is consistent 
when 5 G a. 
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THEOREM 5.2. (i) GZ’ is a left Hilbert algebra with involution F, 
product c, 7’ + rr’(E’)q’, and left von Neumann algebra 9(@)‘. 
(ii) 6T is a left Hilbert algebra with involution S, product 
I, 77 --+ ~~(07, and left van Neumann algebra S(CY). 
(iii) (K)” = al and (a”)” = GT”. 
Proof. From Lemma 2.4, it is easy to obtain conditions (i) and (ii) 
of Definition 2.1. From the fact that Jfl C al and rr’( Jf) Jq = 
Jr(f)7 = J&, it also follows that JOP C GY2, and we obtain conditions 
(iii) and (iv) of the definition. In the proof of Theorem 5.1, we have 
also shown that T’(K) generates Z(a)‘. So (i) is proved. 
(ii) follows from (i) applied to @ because clearly GY = (a’)‘. 
(iii) we have I’ E (a”)’ iff the map 7 E O!” -+ ~(7)s’ is continuous 
with [’ E 9(F). If we restrict this map to (3, we get that 
But clearly, also .$’ E (G!“)’ when 6’ E GZ’. So (a”) = al. If we also 
apply this result to GY, we obtain (iii). 
DEFINITION 5.2. A left Hilbert algebra GZ is called achieved when 
6Z = 6Y. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that G!’ and QP’ are achieved 
and that for any left Hilbert algebra 02, there is an achieved left Hilbert 
algebra O?’ such that P(a) = Y(E). 
THEOREM 5.3. If 6!? is an achieved left Hilbert algebra, then 
(i) JOZ = OI? and rr’( Jo = Jv(~) J for 4 E GT. 
(ii) A%! = GI with r(Ait.$) = A%T(QA-~ for [E GI and t E 17% 
Proof. (i) We have already proved that JGZ _C O?’ and k(J[) = 
Jr([) J. Apply this to the left Hilbert algebra O!’ and we get 
Jat’ C G?’ = GZ. This proves (i). 
(ii) We also proved that JAW _C CY’ and 
7r’(JAq) = JA%(f) A-itJ. 
so 
A”WC JW = Ol 
and 
n-(Ai”f) = n-( JJAf”f) = Jd( JA”“f)J 
= JJA%(f) A-itJJ = A%(f) A-t*. 
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